
 

Dms Progressive Psytrance Cubase Project 01

- 16 audio tracks - 5 video tracks (4 video tracks in dvd format and 1 video track in avi format) - midi recording and playback - editing tools (including copy, paste, and trimming audio clips) - project file for saving project data - 32 audio effects, including a graphic eq - audio, midi, and script editing tools - midi tools (including automatic arpeggiator, graphic arpeggiator, pitch bend, and mod wheels) - project templates for easily creating various track types - waveform display and waveform zoom - 32 audio effects - multitrack recording - multitrack
playback - waveform display and zoom fantastic sound set designed for the production of progressive psytrance with a darker edge. the sounds and presets are highly flexible, giving you the ability to create your own unique dark psytrance sound. if you are a fan of dubstep, dark psytrance or even house, this sound set is perfect for you. it features a wide range of sounds from the main synth, such as the great basses, drums, leads and atmospheres, to the more melodic synth elements such as pads, arps and leads. the sound set is constructed of
a great range of quality raw sounds, from the great collection of synth presets, to the great selection of synth sounds that are crafted from the most important synth manufacturers. if youre working on any type of project, whether it be dubstep, progressive, funk, psy trance, hip hop or big room, we have the cubase templates, presets and samples that you need to get started in your production endeavours! we work with the best producers in the world so that we can bring you the highest quality royalty free music. feel free to drop us a line to find

out more.
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